
FORMATION 17

Musical transitions require planning and practice. A 
solid understanding of music theory will be helpful as 
you plan and navigate transitions. 

Here are some tools for musical transitions:

Selecting Keys -If possible, either select songs that are 
in the same key or take the songs you’ve chosen and 
put them in the same key. Be very careful to check what 
this does to the melodic range. It may put a song in a 
register that is way too high or low for congregations to 
sing comfortably. 

Key Changes - When it is not possible to put your 
chosen songs in the same key, there are techniques that 
can be used to change key without stopping between 
songs. Using relative keys or playing the dominant 
chord of a new key as a transition chord are some of the 
methods you can try.  

Manage Tempo Changes - The leader and members 
of the rhythm section need to communicate effec-
tively when there are changes to the tempo of songs. 
Changing the tempo during the last section of the initial 
song can help establish the tempo for the next song. A 
prolonged chord held by some instruments and a rhyth-
mic drive into a new tempo can also provide a tempo 
change.

Ambient Sounds - At the end of an initial song, syn-
thesizer or pad sounds played on a keyboard or guitar 
can provide space in the music and allow a new song to 
be established. These sounds should have less melodic 
features and more background presence.

Using “Hooks” from Songs - Elements of one song 
can be incorporated into another to establish a transi-
tion. This could be a melodic line, a chord progression or 
a rhythmic pattern. These elements are an audible cue 
for the congregation that the song is changing.

Just Switch - Sometimes, there is no musical element 
that can tie two songs together effectively. Even some 
key changes can sound awkward. When this occurs, it 
is okay to finish one song and start the next one.

It is important to PLAN and PRACTICE your 
musical transitions.
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